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AN INEQUALITY FOR HARMONIC MAPS
OF COMPACT KAHLER MANIFOLDS
THAT IMPLIES HOLOMORPHICITY

JAMES F. GLAZEBROOK

(Communicated by Jonathan M. Rosenberg)

Abstract. For harmonic maps of equidimensional compact Kahler manifolds

satisfying certain conditions, a Chern class inequality is stated. If the map

satisfies this inequality, it is holomorphic. The main result may be compared

with a theorem of Eells and Wood for compact Riemann surfaces.

0. INTRODUCTION

Let M and N be compact Riemann surfaces with respective Euler char-

acteristics x(M) an(* X(N) • In [4], Eells and Wood consider harmonic maps

/: M —► TV of degree df and prove the following:

Theorem [4]. If f: M —> N is a harmonic map relative to Riemannian metrics

g and h on M, N respectively, and if %A,M) + \dfX{N)\ > 0, then fi is ±

holomorphic relative to the complex structures determined by g and h .

Here ± holomorphic means holomorphic or antiholomorphic. Recently K.

Ono [11] has proved an analogous result for harmonic maps from a compact

Kahler manifold M with first Chern class c, (A/) < 0, to a compact Riemann

surface N of genus > 2.

The purpose of this paper is to state an analogue of the above theorem in

higher dimensions, where M and N are both compact Kahler manifolds of

equal (complex) dimension and where N and the map satisfy certain hypothe-

ses. Cases where these conditions are met are also discussed.

1. The harmonicity equation

Throughout, M and N will be taken to be compact Kahler manifolds. Let

/: M —► N be a smooth map. The complexified differential

dCf: TCM^fTCN
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has a partial splitting in terms of complex types (1,0) and (0,1):

f dfi: Tx'°M^f*Tx'°N, df: T°'XM -> f*Tx'°N

{ dfi: TXfiM^fT°'xN,        df: T°'XM - f*T°'x N.

We note that / is + holomorphic ( - holomorphic) if and only if df = 0

(respectively, df = 0). In what follows we shall let E = Hom(Tx '°M, fi* Tx '°N)

and F = WomiTxfiM,f*T°'xN).

Let {z"} and {of} be local holomorphic coordinates on M and ¿V re-

spectively. Then on taking subscripts to denote partial derivatives, the local

dictionary reads

a>"ai~df),       öfai~dfi),        coa-(~df),       äf-i~df)

I < a < dimc M,        1 < a < dimc N

and the Kahler metrics of  M  and   N  are taken to be   g sdzad~zß   and

h^dofdœ respectively. If / is harmonic, then the harmonicity equation

is

(1.2) gaJ 0)^ = 0
v ' ° a\p

where of\-¿ = of-¡¡ + NYahœ ofr. We may also write
a\ß aß be     a     ß J

of C¿ = D'ldf
a\ß E    J

where D"E is taken to denote covariant differentiation with respect to the (0,1)

part of the connection on the complex vector bundle E. As a consequence of

the harmonicity of /, we have [13]

/,  u n       , a   —b        alt    ßy   ,    „Ai     —a     b,—c     d      —c    rf.    aï    ßy
(1.3) 0 = ha-bconl-coßlßg   g"  +R-b-cdcoßcoa(oj-coJ-coJco-)gMgpy

where /?56?rf are the components of the curvature tensor of N. The above

harmonicity equation can also be expressed as

(1.4) 0 = \\D'^df\\2 + 2R;m(öfßcoba - 5J>})CSX - öf^X~ßgß~y

via a straightforward transformation in the second term. A similar expression

holds when one replaces E by F and df by df.

2. The main results

Before exploiting the nature of equation (1.4), we shall state two general

results which may be compared with the theorem of Eells and Wood [4] as stated

in the Introduction. In what follows we shall assume dimc M = dimc N = n

and take œ to denote the Kahler class of M.

Theorem 2.1. Let f: M —> N be a harmonic map. Assume that the following

conditions are satisfied:

(i) the bundles f*T ' N and f*T ' N (hence E and F) each have a
holomorphic structure,
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(ii)   df and df are holomorphic sections of E and F respectively and at

least one of these has maximal rank at some point;

(iii) the inequality

(2.1) cxiM) ■ a>"~X[M] + \f*cxiN) .co"~X[M]\ >0

is satisfied. Then f is ± holomorphic.

Proof. Taking the n th exterior product maps of df and df in (1.1), we have

(2.2) f\"df: ¡\nTxfiM - /\nfTx'°N

(2.3) l\"df: A"TX'°M -» /\nfT°'xN.

Let Lj. and Lj denote the complex line bundles

(f\nTx<0M)*®f\nfTx'°N

iAaTl'0M)*®r\ttfT°'lN

respectively. On taking first Chern classes, we have

(2.4) cx(Lf) = -cx(M) + fcx(N)

(2.5) cxiLj) = -cxiM)-fcxiN)

(noting that cx{{/\" TxßM)*) = cx(KM) = -c,(Af), where KM  denotes the

canonical line bundle of M, etc.).

On account of conditions (i) and (ii) and the fact that holomorphicity is

preserved under the operation of exterior product, we deduce that f\" df and

l\n df are holomorphic sections of the holomorphic line bundles Lf and Lj

respectively. Thus the first Chern classes regarded as effective divisors on M

[6], have non-negative intersection with the (« - l)th power of the (positive)

Kahler class u> of M and we obtain

(2.6) cx iLf) .o)n~x[M] = -cx iM) ■to"~l[M] + fcx {N) • of" ' [M] > 0

and

(2.7) cxiLj) ■ af~X[M] = -cx{M) ■ co"~X[M] - fcx{N) ■ w"~X[M] > 0.

Now let us suppose that / is non ± holomorphic in a neighborhood of a

point where at least one of dfi, dfi is of maximal rank. Then at least one of

the holomorphic sections /\" df, f\" df is non-zero there. Thus at least one of

(2.6), (2.7) is > 0. But the inequality (2.1) as stated in the theorem implies that

one of these would be negative and hence a contradiction is reached. Therefore

/ is ± holomorphic in a neighborhood of this point and hence throughout M

by [14, Proposition 4].    D

Remarks. I. If M has constant scalar curvature Rs, then c, (A/) • of~ [M] =

RJnniof • [A/]).
2. In terms of the canonical divisors KM and KN of M and N, respec-

tively, if KM and KN are both > 0, then the inequality (2.1) is satisfied for

f*KN > KM as is easily deduced.
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In the next section we shall exemplify some cases where the hypotheses of

the above theorem are satisfied. For the moment, we see that an inspection of

the details of the proof of Theorem 2.1 allows an interpretation in terms of

analytic sets and the zeros of f\" df, f\n df; this in fact closely parallels the

arguments in [4] when applied to higher dimensions.

To see this, let Af, be an analytic set of (complex) codimension 1 in M.

Then formally, Af, = ]T\ Af, ( where Mx ( denotes an irreducible component

of Mx , and this expresses Af, as an effective divisor on M in a natural way.

Let 5 be a smooth section of a complex vector bundle L —» M. Then s is

locally definable by a smooth function g and it is assumed that g vanishes

on a neighborhood of 0 e C" along an irreducible component of A/, , i.e.,

giz , ... ,z"~ ,z") = 0 along {z" = 0}. For any fixed (z , ... ,zn~ ), we

define for z" G C, the map g = g/\g\: S —► S . We say that 5 vanishes to

order r on this component, if degree g = r. If L is a line bundle, it follows

that cx (L) = J2j KjMx j, where n¡ denotes the order of vanishing of 5 along

Af, .. The proof of Theorem 2.2 was based on the fact that cxiLf) • co"~x[M]

and cxiLj)-of~ [Af] were both >0. The reasoning behind the proof may be

applied to establish:

Theorem 2.2. Let f:M—*N be a harmonic map and assume that

(i) the sections f\n df,   f\ df vanish to respective orders m¡,,   n¡ > 0

along the irreducible components Mx ( of an analytic set Af,  in M,

codimc Af, = 1 where in the set {mt, nt} not all elements are zero;

(ii) the inequality (2.1 ) is satisfied. Then f is ± holomorphic.

Proof. Suppose / is harmonic, non ± holomorphic in some open set along

Af, . Condition (i) implies that

, >.
n-lrl/1       fr1        t.,     \        n-\.

cx iLf) ■ of- [Af ] = Í ¿2 mtMx j \-wn    [M] > 0

cxiLj)-co"-X[M]= (^«|.A/lfI.).iu,,-,[A/]>0

i

with at least one of these positive. Again, inequality (2.1) gives rise to a con-

tradiction and the result follows as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.   D

Thus we see that a general harmonic map, even with a semblance of complex

analyticity as suggested by hypothesis (i) of the above theorem (cf [7]), is still

some way from being ± holomorphic, thus confirming the very rigid nature of

the latter.

3. Some examples

In this section we shall study some cases where the hypotheses (i) and (ii) of

Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. For the following discussion, we do not need equality
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of dimension. What figures prominently here, is the nature of (1.4):

On t-v" n r\\Z   ,    l nN     i—o     b      —a     ft, ,_H    c      —d     C\    oiji   ßy
= \\DEdf\\  + x2R-amiwßwa - wawß)infywcß - wlwcy)g "g".

Firstly, following [14][13], we say that N has strongly seminegative curvature

if it is assumed that the second term on the right-hand side of (1.4) is > 0.

But then, so too is the first term and hence both terms in (1.4) must vanish.

Secondly, a map /: Af —► N is said to be pluriharmonic (or (1, l)-geodesic) if

iVdff'x) = 0

i.e., the (1,1) component of the (complexified) second fundamental form of

/ vanishes. This condition is stronger than harmonicity of / but weaker than

holomorphicity. Such a map satisfies

(3.1) D'Edf = 0   and   D'Fdf = 0

(see e.g. [17, §1]). Thus if N has strongly seminegative curvature, then any

harmonic map /: Af —► N is pluriharmonic.

Now let us suppose that N is one of the following:

(i)   TV is a Hermitian symmetric space of compact type, or

(ii)   TV has a universal covering which is a locally Hermitian symmetric

space of non-compact type.

Regarding N as a Riemannian locally symmetric space, we let (, ) and R

denote the complex multilinearity extension to T^N of the Riemannian metric

and curvature tensor of N respectively, as in §1. If /: Af —► 7Y is harmonic,

then following [3][13], (1.4) can be restated as the following: for x G M,

(3.2) 0 = \\D°'xd'f\\2-iRNiX,Y)X,Y)       X, Y G d'jiTx'°M)

where d'f — df + df. If / is taken to be pluriharmonic, then (3.1) implies

the vanishing of the first term in (3.2) and hence the second term automatically

vanishes. Thus

(3.3) 0=(RNiX,Y)X,Y) = i[X,Y],[X,Y]).

We shall also consider the case

(iii) N is covered by the «-polydisc.

In cases (ii) and (iii) above, TV has the property of strongly seminegative

curvature. Note that in (i) and (ii), the sign of the curvature term differs only by

that of the corresponding Killing form. These observations lead to the following:

Proposition 3.1 (cf [3], [15], [16]). Let M, N have arbitrary dimensions and

let f: M —»• N be harmonic. Assume that one of the following holds:

(a) case (i) above and f is pluriharmonic;

(b) case (ii) above;

(c) case (iii) above.
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Then the complex vector bundles f*Tx'°N and f*T°'xN, hence E and F,

each have a natural holomorphic structure and df and df are holomorphic

sections of E and F respectively.

Proof. We firstly consider (a) and (b), noting that in case (b), N has strongly

seminegative curvature and hence (3.1) holds. Thus pluriharmonicity is auto-

matic in case (b).

From (3.3), following [3, Theorem (2.2)] [13], we see that d f maps T ' M

onto an abelian subspace of i   N, i.e.,

[dCfiZ),dCf(W)] = 0       for all Z, W e Tx '°M.

Let

dx'°f: TcM->f*Tx'°N

d°'Xf: TCM^f*T°'XN

be defined by dxfif = df + df and d°'xf = df+df. As in
[3, Theorem (2.3)], the integrability condition for a holomorphic structure on

f* T ' N is equivalent to

RNidl'°f{X),dl'°f{Y)) = 0       for X,YgT0XM

regarding dlflf G Wif*TxfiN) by abuse of notation. Now RN(dx'°f(X),

dx'°f(Y)) = 0 is equivalent to [dxfif(X), dxfif(Y)] = 0. But the latter is

equivalent to [d ' f(X), d 'lfiY)] = 0 since the Lie bracket is a real operator

and the vanishing results from the harmonicity of /. Thus f*T ' N has a

holomorphic structure and likewise f*T ' N. The corresponding result for

the n-polydisc case in (c), was proved in [15] (see also [16]). It then follows

that E and F each have a natural holomorphic structure. The conditions in

(3.1) resulting from the pluriharmonicity in (a) and the strongly seminegative

curvature condition in (b) and (c), imply the last assertion.   D

Remark. Recall that a harmonic map is stable if the second variation of the

energy

E(f) = U \df\2vM
A Jm

is non-negative. When Af = CPn and N is an irreducible Hermitian sym-

metric space of compact type, a stable harmonic map into TV" is known to be

pluriharmonic [2] [10] and, in particular, holomorphic [2]. It is straightfor-

ward to see that (2.1) is satisfied in this case (cf. the first remark in §2). For

n = 2, when Af is a compact Kahler surface and N is of the above type, the

holomorphicity of stable harmonic maps was discussed in [1] and [2].

Example. Following the second remark in §2, we wish to consider cases where

the condition f*KN > KM is satisfied.

Some  possible  sources  of examples  outside  of Siu's  rigidity  criterion

(see [ 15][ 16]) are provided by the following.   Firstly, both Af and N may
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be taken to be covered by the «-polydisc. Secondly, for n = 2, we may take

Af to be a Kodaira surface, generally exhibited in terms of a ramified covering

map Af —► N where N = P x Q is a product of compact Riemann surfaces P

and Q, each of genus > 2, [9] (see also [8]). Both KM and KN are known to

be ample in this case and thus KM , KN > 0. The only known examples are

those whereby the map is a holomorphic ramified covering, and hence df is

of maximal rank outside of an analytic curve in M. However, we may use this

to formulate a short recipe for realizing the above inequality. Choose complex

structures /, and J2 such that

(i) Jx = JM the conjugate complex structure of M(KM —» KM).

(ii) J2 is chosen, suchthat /: (Af,/,) -» (N,J2) is - holomorphic. Then

by the - holomorphic Riemann-Hurwitz formula (2.5) applied to (i)

and (ii), we have

(3.4) fKN < KM

which is the desired condition (noting KM = K*M , etc.), and likewise df has

maximal rank off an analytic curve in Af. Now deform /, and J2 by a suf-

ficiently small amount such that (3.4) holds; this is always possible, without

changing the rank condition. The deformation does not, a priori, imply that

/ remains - holomorphic or becomes + holomorphic. Now N has strongly

seminegative curvature and the theorem of Eells-Sampson [5] implies that a

harmonic representative exists in a given homotopy class of such maps. How-

ever, on account of Theorem 2.1, (3.4) implies that / does indeed remain

in the holomorphic category under this deformation. One might also consider

the above construction applied to an arbitrary A>fold product of such maps

/= (/, x---xfk):Mx x--xMk - (/>, xQx)x--.xiPkxQk) in = 2k)
where each M¡, I < i < k, is a Kodaira surface and P¡, Q¡ are as above.

Taking Af = Af, x • • • x Mk , N = (P, x Qx) x • • • x (Pfc x Qk), M and 7Y may

be endowed with complex structures which are not, a priori, the appropriate

product structures that would imply / is ± holomorphic.

Taking account of the above results which we have established, we arrive at

the following two theorems:

Theorem 3.2. Let dimc Af = dimc N = n and assume that N is either

(i) covered by a locally Hermitian symmetric space of non-compact type, or

(ii) covered by the n-polydisc.

Then any harmonic map f: M —> N having at least one of df, df of maximal

rank at some point satisfies

(3.5) I A, (AT) • o)"~X[M]\ > cxiM) ■ con~X[M].
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Proof. If the contrary to the inequality (3.5) is assumed, then

0 < \fcx{N) ■ af~x[M]\ < c,(Af) • of~X[M],

would imply that / is ± holomorphic by (2.1). In which case, on combining

(2.6) and (2.7), we have

|A,(/V) • co"-X[M]\ > cxiM) ■ con~X[M],

a contradiction.   G

In a similar vein, we have the following theorem, whose proof by contradic-

tion follows that of Theorem 3.2.

Theorem 3.3. Let dimc M = dimc N = n and assume that N is an Hermitian

symmetric space of compact type. Then any pluriharmonic map f: M —» N

having at least one of df, df of maximal rank at some point, satisfies (3.5).

We remark that this last inequality may be compared with the general re-

strictions on equidimensional holomorphic maps, without the assumption on

N. For instance, compare with the following: CP could never be exhibited

as a holomorphic ramified covering of a K - 3 surface (c, (N) = 0). In fact,

if CP" —► N is such a map, then it is well known that N ~ CP" . More gener-

ally, any «-dimensional algebraic manifold can be exhibited as such a ramified

covering of CP" (this is also well known, see e.g. [12]).
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